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Kit CO9136 – Infinity Wash XL
Package contents:
-1 Cod. LE1507/1L PC lens
-1 Cod. 260.318ASM mounting ring
-3 self-locking nut
Needed tools:
-Star screwdriver
-Flat screwdriver
-n°7 wrench
This kits contains all the material needed to mount a PC lens on Infinity Wash XL instead of default Fresnel lens
and to change beam characteristics. We recommend to read and follow carefully these instructions in order to
complete the operation without effort .
Warning !
The following instruction must be undertaken by experienced technical personnel.
Always disconnect the fixture from main power before operate.

Instructions to make the upgrade:
-Disconnect Infinity Wash XL from main power and from signal, remove upper and lower cover from the body
uncrewing the proper screws. Eventually, fix the tilt movement turning the handle on the side of the yoke.
Default Fresnel lens
Anello di supporto

-Remove the three nuts which keep in site the
lens and its support ring.
Remove and store the Fresnel lens and its
ring ; temporary remove or fix with adhesive
tape the three washers sited under the lens to
avoid lose them.
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-Remove all the weights from inside and
outside the main frame.

LE1507/1L

260.318ASM

-Put the lens in the new mounting ring’s seat
and fix in place. Ther is only one way to mount
the ring: the following images explain how to
proceed.
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-Fix the three nuts supplied in the kit
tightening them uniformely.

-Check that the lens is firmely fixed, check for loosing parts , then mount the covers on the fixture.
WARNING !
Ensure that the flat back side of the lens is perfectly parallel to the front side of the fixture.
Notice: Coemar declines any claim for damages to fixtures and kits caused by wrong assembly or inadequacy.
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Coemar s.p.a.
Via Inghilterra, 2/a Castel Goffredo (Mantova) Italy
Ph. +39 0376/77521 – Fax 0376/780657
www.coemar.com - info@coemar.com
Coemar reserves the right to effect modifications without notifications
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